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Vocabulary Exercise 1 

Fill in the blanks with the suitable words. 

1. Stay _____________________ even when you are facing difficulties and don’t let pessimistic 

thoughts occupy you.   

2. An _____________________ person may make a wrong decision even he is clever most of the 

time. 

3. If you are _____________________, you should work hard and don’t let your parents worry about 

you after they come back from work. 

4. A lot of parents are very _____________________ these days.  They give their toddlers art lessons 

and make them learn English words when they are one year old. 

5. President Obama has given an _____________________ appeal for support. 

6. The _____________________ mother works day and night, hoping to earn a bit more money for 

her baby’s future. 

7. You cannot expect a miser to be _____________________.   

8. You are so _____________________!  I could never dream of making my own clothes. 

9. The loyal fans of Obama gave him _____________________ support although his policy could not 

successfully create jobs for the Americans. 
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Vocabulary Exercise 2 

Fill in the blanks with the suitable words. 

1. Peter is _____________________ enough to win the debate next month. 

2. Mary is very _____________________. She can solve all the mathematical problems on the list 

within 15 minutes. 

3. Derek is a _____________________ boy. He changed this old rusty tin into a beautiful vase by 

wrapping with some colourful woollen threads. 

4. Tony was so _____________________ that he had evacuated the villagers before the volcano 

erupted. 

5. John never gives up when he comes across difficulties. This _____________________ character 

paved the way for his success. 

6. Be _____________________! Things may not be that bad as you think. 

7. Mr. Chan is a _____________________ man. He has donated 1 million dollars to help the victims 

of the earthquake. 

8. If you want to make good decisions, you should not be reckless. Instead you have to be 

_____________________. 

9. John works round the clock every day. He is an _____________________ worker. 

10. The headmistress is so _____________________ that she allowed my son to take the lift after he 

had hurt his leg so that he did not have to walk all the way up with his crutches. 
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Vocabulary Exercise 3 

Fill in the blanks with the suitable words. 

1. Evan is _____________________ about his future, he is never afraid of any difficulties ahead. 

2. Even if you are dim-witted, you can still get good academic results if you are _________________. 

3. If you have chosen your future career path you should be _______________, not giving up easily. 

4. Jessica is known as “Miss Caring” in her class as she is _____________________ of everyone. 

5. Being _____________________ is the Gift of God, you have to use it in a right way to contribute 

to the society. 

6. A _____________________ person can stay calm and think of ways out during times of danger. 

7. A leader needs to be _____________________ to gain people’s support by his words. 

8. Edison must be a _____________________ person to invent so many things in his whole life that 

benefit the whole world. 

9. Stay _____________________ during difficult times and do not give up easily, then you will get 

your reward in the end. 

10. It is impossible to complete all the work even if I am ___________________ and work restlessly. 

11. Mr. Sun Yat Sen was _________________ in fighting for democracy in China for so many years. 

12. You need to be _____________________ to win in this Mathematics competition, as it demands 

immediate calculations to difficult problems. 

13. Benjamin is able to analyze the pros and cons of each option _____________________, making 

correct choices every time. 

14. Joeson is an _____________________ person and won the “Best Debator” award in the 

competition. 

15. Da Vinci was an ___________________ person and created many great paintings and sculptures 

during his life time. 
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16. Sir Run Run Shaw is _____________________ in helping charities and assisting the needy in the 

society. 

 

Vocabulary Exercise 4 

Fill in the blanks with the suitable words. 

Everyone in this class has different personalities. Mary is very (1) _____________________, she always 

plans and prepares everything beforehand and will never leave anything until last minute. Edward is 

(2) ___________________ on the other hand, he can think of good and impressive story plots which 

bring him several writing competitions rewards last year. Ryan is (3) __________________ and (4) 

_____________________ who is loved by every teacher as he pays full attention in class and gets 

good grades in most of the subjects. Connie is a (5) _____________________ person, she will not 

only care about of herself, and she cares people around her very much. Her parents are (6) 

_____________________ as they buy snacks for her friends all the time. Josh is the most (7) 

_____________________ person in class, he will only think of the positive side of everything. 
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Vocabulary Exercise 5 

Fill in the blanks with the suitable words. 

The typhoon didn’t cause much damage to the area as their President had taken (1) _______________ 

precautions before the devastating wind and rain came. 

 

Winson is not that (2) ___________________ and clever but he is definitely (3) __________________ 

and industrious so his teachers are willing to give (4) _____________________ help before the 

exam.  Although he faces mountains of homework every weekend, he is (5) _____________________ 

and tackles it one by one happily.  His elder brother is very (6) _____________________ as he does 

not play loud music when Winson is doing his homework.  His (7) ___________________ dad tries to 

teach Winson 6A Maths during the summer holiday, hoping that he can cope well in Year 6.  Winson’s 

academic work is not excellent but he is very (8) _________________ in making things.  Last year, 

he was the Champion in the Lego competition.  He displayed his (9) _____________________ 

character when he was with his building blocks.  He could break everything down and rebuilt them 

again and again. 

 


